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ABSTRACT
The co-existence of cellular and wired networks has been
exploited almost exclusively in the direction of OffLoading
traffic from the former onto the latter. In this paper we claim
that there exist cases that call for the exact opposite, i.e., use
the cellular network to assist a fixed wired network. In par-
ticular, we show that by “OnLoading” traffic from the wired
broadband network onto the cellular network we can usefully
speedup wired connections, on the downlink or the uplink.
We consider the technological challenges pertaining to this
idea and implement a prototype 3G OnLoading service that
we call 3GOL, that can be deployed by an operator provid-
ing both the wired and cellular network services. By strate-
gically OnLoading a fraction of the data transfers to the 3G
network, one can significantly enhance the performance of
particular applications. In particular we demonstrate non-
trivial performance benefits of 3GOL to two widely used
applications: video-on-demand and multimedia upload. We
also consider the case when the operator that provides wired
and cellular services is different, adding the analysis on eco-
nomic constraints and volume cap on cellular data plans
that need to be respected. Simulating 3GOL over a DSLAM
trace we show that 3GOL can reduce video pre-buffering
time by at least 20% for 50% of the users while respecting
data caps and we design a simple estimator to compute the
daily allowance that can be used towards 3GOL while re-
specting caps. Our prototype is currently being piloted in
30 households in a large European city by a large network
provider.
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C.0 [Computer Systems Organization]: System archi-
tectures
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1. INTRODUCTION
The adoption of bandwidth hungry1 mobile devices in the

last few years has posed serious provisioning challenges for
carriers worldwide. In response, a fair amount of research has
gone into devising mobile data offloading [20, 14] solutions
that offload data from resource constrained cellular networks
onto (relatively) resource rich wired networks using Wi-Fi
and Femtocells.

Such cellular network offloading strategies assume that the
cellular network is constantly under strain while the wired
network has abundant resources to assist. The reality, how-
ever, is that wired networks themselves have bottlenecks,
first and foremost of which is the access link [21]. For ex-
ample, ADSL is often constrained by the distance between
the customers and the telephone exchange and has much
less bandwidth on the uplink than on the downlink, thus ef-
fectively limiting the adoption of applications, specially the
ones that source content from within the home.

A simple back of the envelope calculation (§2) shows that
a cellular network has smaller total aggregate capacity by
roughly 1-2 orders of magnitude than the corresponding
wired network that covers the same geographic area. Still,
at a specific location (e.g., a household) and when there
is free capacity, a cellular network can provide a compara-
ble, if not greater, amount of bandwidth than the overlap-
ping wired network. This points to opportunities when the
resource-constrained cellular network can augment the typ-
ically assumed resource-rich wired network.

In this paper we present a system that “OnLoads” data
from a wired network onto a cellular network for residen-
tial users with access bottlenecks, using existing mobile de-
vices with cellular data connectivity. We refer to this as
3G OnLoading (3GOL). We first present our case for one
application, i.e., augmenting video-on-demand in the initial
playout phase (also known as ‘Powerboosting’) and initially
propose a network-integrated solution, where there is a sin-
gle operator that provides both wired and cellular broad-
band connectivity. While such a solution simplifies economic
constraints towards deployment, we still need to quantify if
there is enough free capacity in the cellular network during
certain times to offer opportunities for traffic OnLoading.
We perform active measurements of available capacity over
different locations and over time in a large European city
to answer these questions (§3). We develop an architecture
for 3GOL that can be easily deployed today (§2). We de-

1Monthly global mobile data traffic will surpass 10 exabytes
in 2016 [8].



scribe our implementation of 3GOL that does not require
modification to either the residential gateway or the cellular
infrastructure (§4) and evaluate its performances in the wild
(§5) including the case of full video downloads as well as of
picture uploads.
We then consider the case when the operator providing the

wired and the cellular network service can be different. In
this case, economic constraints and volume caps on cellular
data plans make the problem of OnLoading harder: a cell
tower might have capacity to offer, but the volume caps on
individual 3G data contracts might not permit end users to
use 3GOL. We use a large trace to understand typical usage
patterns of users with monthly cellular data plans, giving us
an idea on the amount of leftover volume that can be used
for 3GOL. We show that users typically use less than 20% of
their monthly allowed volume; the other 80% is already-paid-
for volume that we can exploit with 3GOL (§6). In order to
avoid cap overruns, we develop a simple estimator that given
the past data usage estimates the daily safe volume that
can be devoted to 3GOL (§6). We also study the amount
of traffic onloaded onto the cellular network (§6) using our
traces. A prototype of 3GOL is being tested in 30 households
of a large European city, with the intention of a larger scale
deployment later.

Main Results

• Using active measurements we find that 3GOL can in-
crease downlink throughput of ADSL connections by
×2.6 and uplink capacity by ×12.9, while using 3 de-
vices for 3G OnLoading. We see variations across lo-
cations, where rural areas seem to experience greater
speedup but urban areas also have non-negligible ben-
efits (§3).

• We implement a 3GOL prototype and quantify per-
formance gains in the wild for two applications: video-
on-demand and uploading photos. These gains tend to
be consistent across the day and lead to a maximum
performance improvement of ×3.8, ×4 and ×6 for pre-
buffering, downlink and uplink respectively. We find
that performance gains are present even when we use
3GOL to assist a 20Mbps downlink residential connec-
tion (§5).

• Our trace driven analysis shows that we can decrease
latency for video delivery by at least 20% for 50% of
the users, while respecting volume caps (§6).

• We investigate the load on the cellular network when
3GOL operates under volume caps and we find that the
cellular network can cope with the onloaded traffic. We
further quantify the additional load in function of the
percentage of users adopting 3GOL (§6).

2. CONTEXT
In this section, we present a case for the viability for 3GOL

as well as the high level description of the architecture. We
first perform a back-of-the-envelope calculation to under-
stand the capacities of the different networks (ADSL, cellu-
lar), then we study the leftover bandwidth pattern of cellular
networks as well as the opportunities to use the same. We
finally end this section with a high-level description of the
architecture for 3GOL.
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Figure 1: Traffic pattern over a day on cellular and
wired network. Note the different peak timing on the
two networks and the diurnal pattern in the cellular
network

2.1 Comparison of capacity
If we assume that one cellular tower provides coverage to

an area of 200 meters radius, and a typical population den-
sity of 35000 inhabitants per Km2, as in a typical downtown
dense metropolitan area 2, then each cell offers services to
4375 subscribers. If we assume that each household has 4
people and that we have 80% penetration of ADSL connec-
tivity, then each cell covers 875 ADSL connections. We do
not consider VDSL or fiber relevant as VDSL benefits are
limited in range (2km), whereas cable/fiber deployment is
planned based on demographic parameters such as popula-
tion density. Consequently, fiber is mainly deployed in urban
areas. We focus therefore on generic ADSL; and with an av-
erage downlink speed of 6.7Mbps3, the overall ADSL down-
link capacity for the cell area would be 5.863Gbps. Given
that wired networks tend to be oversubscribed at the access,
this number would be slightly lower but still on the order of
a couple Gbps. The same area is covered by a cell tower with
a typical 40 − 50Mbps backhaul connectivity to the rest of
the Internet. Therefore the cellular network is 1-2 orders of
magnitude smaller in terms of capacity than its wired coun-
terpart serving the same geographical region. In the uplink
direction, the difference can be smaller since ADSL might
involve 1/10 asymmetry in capacity in uplink/downlink.

2.2 Cellular has leftover bandwidth at certain
times

From the above analysis, it results that we cannot use the
cellular network at all times. We now investigate if there are
some times that offer opportunities to onload traffic to the
cellular network.

In Fig. 1, we plot normalized traffic from a DSLAM (Ta-
ble 1) and a 3G network (data traffic, Table 1) from a single
country. We do not have access to similar datasets from other
countries but are in the process of acquiring them. Our first
observation is that the cellular data follows a diurnal pat-
tern as also reported by other studies [12]. This points to
the fact that the cellular network is not constantly loaded,

2http://www.demographia.com/db-citydenshist.htm
36.7 Mbps is the average downlink throughput reported by
Netanalyzr [5].



Figure 2: 3GOL architecture with one client (3GOL
User), one residential gateway (GW) plus two 3G
enabled devices.

and hence data from the wired network can be onloaded to
the cellular. Our second observation from Fig. 1 is that the
peaks for wired and the cellular are not perfectly aligned,
which is confirmed in [12]. This is not too surprising – most
users at home prefer to use their wired connection (via Wi-
Fi or other technologies), as opposed to the cellular network.
Furthermore, previous work [7] has shown that there is high
spatial diversity in terms of load between cells, and some
cells have left over capacity even during peak hours.

2.3 Using leftover capacity: Powerboosting
Although leftover capacity exists in cellular networks, we

should carefully select the wired applications that would be
allowed to use it. For example, we would not want to on-
load long running bulk (e.g., P2P) downloads. Applications
that need onloading only for a short period of time seem
ideal. Towards this direction, we develop a service that re-
sembles the offering of PowerBoost by Comcast; delivering
files at a much higher speeds for a short amount of time. Im-
plementing PowerBoost is possible in cable networks since
they have a shared-medium whose capacity can be allocated
and released at short time-scales. ADSL networks, in con-
trast, have a dedicated twisted pair and need to adhere to
long synchronization delays of the modems at the two ends.
Therefore, they cannot implement PowerBoost natively. One
of the main contributions of our work is the observation that
by assigning excess cell network capacity to an individual
customer for a limited amount of time we can effectively
implement PowerBoost for ADSL with the help of the cellu-
lar network. Such temporary assistance could: a) assist the
downlink of ADSL to reduce the pre-buffering time for more
responsive video playout. and b) assist the uplink of ADSL
to source content from home, e.g., uploading photos.
If 4G is available, the concept of 3GOL is even more com-

pelling. With the reduced latency, and the large increase of
bandwidth, the period of powerboosting time might be ex-
tremely short, reducing the overhead added on the cellular
network. In some countries, where the deployment of 4G is
faster than fiber (like France, or India), it is largely plausible
that 3GOL might be a solution to improve home connectiv-
ity.

2.4 Architecture sketch
We want 3GOL to be easily deployable and transpar-

ent for the applications. Hence, we propose to implement

it as an Over The Top (OTT) solution, where a typical ser-
vice like voice or messaging is provided over the network,
without using the native functionality of the network. In
the OTT architecture (Fig. 2), every device participating in
3GOL is connected to the LAN managed by the residential
gateway (GW) using either wireless or wired connections.
First, we detail a network-integrated solution, where 3GOL
is provided by a network operator that provides both wired
and cellular service. Later, we describe how the architecture
changes when the two providers are different.

In the network-integrated case, the single operator could
provide the 3GOL traffic for free to its mobile subscribers
during non-peak hours, i.e., avoid metering and subtracting
it from their mobile data plans. This way it would benefit its
ADSL business while using available resources in the corre-
sponding 3G network. Network integration refers primarily
to the communication between the billing elements inside
the wired and wireless network, such that the respective
pricing policies can be applied. Each device receives the per-
mission to transmit from the 3GOL backend server, which
is revoked by the same when congestion is detected. The
backend server interfaces with the 3G network monitoring
system and checks whether utilization in the affected area
is below an acceptance threshold. If it is, the transmission
is authorized and a permit is cached for a certain duration
(few minutes). Else, the transmission is denied, and the cel-
lular device does not advertise its availability on the Wi-Fi
network.

We introduce two new software components. The first
one runs on the cellular device and performs the following
tasks: i) implements a proxy that pipes incoming connec-
tions through the 3G network, and ii) advertises the device
availability through a discovery protocol like Bonjour only if
the device has an active permission by the cellular network.
The second one runs on the device that needs augmentation;
referred to as the “client”, and i) implements a proxy that
waits for incoming connections from the applications to be
augmented, ii) builds the set of admissible cellular devices
(denoted by Φ) by discovering them on the Wi-Fi network,
(iii) uses the GW plus the set of admissible cellular devices
to transfer required contents using a multipath scheduler.
The job of the scheduler is to handle multiple downloads
and uploads of generic items over multiple paths. We con-
sider the following setting: we have N available paths, with
N−1 corresponding to Φ, andM items to download/upload,
from/to a given server. We refer to the action of download-
ing/uploading the set of M items a transaction. The sched-
uler goal is to transfer the full set of M items as fast as pos-
sible, i.e.to minimize the total transfer time. In Sec. 6 we
describe how we change the software components to han-
dle volume caps, in the case where the network operators
providing wired and cellular services are different.

3. 3GOL: WHERE AND WHEN
In the previous section, we described the context for 3GOL

and outlined a high-level description of the system architec-
ture, where 3GOL is provided as a network integrated solu-
tion. Even if 3GOL is offered by the operator that provides
both wired and cellular services, we still need to understand
where and when 3GOL can be used. We conduct active mea-
surements to answer these questions.

Where? Location matters: The most common cellu-
lar technology deployed in Europe is UMTS/HSPA. Both



Name Description

3G web
traffic

HTTP traffic logs for one large cellular network op-
erated in western European country for 24 hr pe-
riod, Oct 2011, millions of users

MNO Per-user monthly data demand generated by nearly
one million users in a Mobile Network Operator.

DSLAM Flow level information for all subscribers connected
to one DSLAM in a major European city. The cov-
erage area includes 18,000 DSL connections

Handset
experi-
ments

Downlink and Uplink throughput experiments with
10 high end smartphones in six different locations
in one European city across five days

Table 1: Data sources used throughout the paper.

the HS-DSCH downlink channel (HSDPA) and the E-DCH
uplink channel (HSUPA) are best-effort technologies. Their
capacity is shared between users through scheduling policies
aimed at optimizing the channel allocation given the avail-
able radio conditions. Hence, the per user throughput at
the base-station level depends on the highly variable radio
conditions as well as on the number of users simultaneously
accessing the channels. To glean the available bandwidth
under real operating conditions in a metropolitan city, we
program 10 high-end terminal devices4 to download and up-
load 2MB files from/to a server via the cellular interface.
The description is in Table 1, where we also describe the
other datasets we use in the paper. We perform throughput
measurements in a western European city at six different lo-
cations with these devices assisting the existing residential
broadband connection. One would expect that the degree of
augmentation will be higher for residential/rural areas and
during the night. We select locations and timing to test this
assumption.
Given that cellular networks have middleboxes [26] and

dynamic IP address assignment, we use wget to estimate
downlink bandwidth using a random 2MB file to avoid bi-
ases added by proxies with compression capabilities. Uplink
bandwidth is tested with iperf [13], although we also use
netperf [19] for validation, obtaining similar results. We
first activate one 3G device and perform uplink/downlink
throughput measurements. We repeat such measurements
four times in sequence. Every 20 minutes we introduce a
new device and run the same measurements for all active
devices in parallel. All devices are synchronized using NTP.
We carefully select the size of the file and the number of
repetitions to collect measurements in all locations without
exceeding the data plan cap (10GB/month) to avoid throt-
tling. For each experiment, we also record the base station
serving each smartphone as well as the DSL speed, that we
repeatedly measure using http://www.speedtest.com.
Fig. 3 shows the aggregate 3G throughput as a function of

the number of active devices for the first four locations at a
given time of the day (Table 2). This analysis extends previ-
ous studies of cellular networks capacity based on individual
measurements [12] as it overloads the base stations serving
a specific location with multiple devices accessing the chan-
nel simultaneously. Wired capacity can be augmented by up
to 14Mbps in the downlink and 10Mbps in the uplink for
some locations. In some of them, even when the measure-
ments are taken at peak hour (e.g. Location 2 at 4 pm),
the cellular network seems to be well provisioned, leading

4Samsung Galaxy S II with MIMO HSDPA Category 20 and
HSUPA Category 6.

Figure 3: Aggregated throughput (uplink and down-
link) for up to ten devices.

to a linear increase in downlink throughput up to ten de-
vices. For two devices we obtain an augmentation around
4.8Mbps, median. However, the behavior for the uplink is
significantly different. For three out of the four locations,
we observe a clear plateau in aggregation at five devices,
nearly equal to 5Mbps which is the maximum capacity for
HSUPA (5.76Mbps). However we note that Location 3 ex-
ceeds 5Mbps in the uplink as shown in Fig. 3 also when the
devices are connected to the same base station. It is possi-
ble that the devices are connected to different sectors of the
same base station, allowing a cluster of devices to load bal-
ance naturally on a cell basis. 5. Such a scenario is plausible
since Location 3 is a hub for tourists with a large density of
cellular infrastructure.

When? For the network: To understand the temporal
evolution of the cellular capacity, we programmed five of the
devices to download and upload the same file in groups of
five, three and one device at every hour over five days. We
start downloads and uploads at ten past and twenty past
each hour respectively. The results, illustrated in Fig. 4, in-
dicate that the throughput that can be provided to a single
device can be up to 2.5Mbps both for the downlink and for
uplink depending on the hour of the day. However, as the
number of devices sharing the channel increases, we observe
a higher per device throughput variability. With five devices,
and across all locations, the uplink and downlink per device
throughput can vary from 0.65 to 1.12Mbps and from 0.77
to 1.42Mbps at 2 pm and 2 am respectively. While the di-
urnal throughput variations do exist, they are rather small,
and indicate low congestion levels in most of the studied
locations, even in the peak-hours.

Load balancing: The violin plots6 in Fig. 5 show the
distribution of the capacity provided to one device by the
different base stations covering the areas under study. The
solid lines indicate the usual average capacity of dedicated
UMTS channels under good radio conditions7: 360 kbps and

5Unfortunately, our devices can only report the base sta-
tion they connect to but not the sector which is a known
information on the provider side.
6The violin plot is similar to box plots, except that they also
show the probability density of the data at different values
(in the simplest case this could be a histogram).
7UMTS capacity can be lower in case the device is having
poor coverage.



Location Time DSL Mbps
(d/u)

3G Mbps
(d/u)

3GOL/DSL
(d/u)

1. Densely populated residential area (city center) 1 a.m 3.44/0.30 5.73/3.58 2.67/12.93
2. Office area at rush hour 4 p.m 4.51/0.47 2.94/1.52 1.65/4.23
3. Residential area in tourist hotspot 10 p.m 6.72/0.84 2.08/1.29 1.31/2.54
4. Sparsely populated residential area (suburbs) 1 a.m 2.84/0.45 4.55/2.17 2.60/5.82
5. Densely populated residential area (city center) n/a 8.57/0.63 3.88/2.63 1.45/5.17
6. Densely populated residential area (city center) n/a 55.48/11.35 2.32/1.52 1.04/1.14

Table 2: Description of the locations we measure with comparison between the DSL and the 3GOL (DSL +
3G) throughput when using three devices.

Figure 4: Aggregated throughput (downlink and uplink) in six different locations.

Cluster Size Uplink (mean/max/sd) Downlink (mean/max/sd)

1 1.09/2.32/0.72 Mbps 1.61/2.65/0.57 Mbps
3 0.90/2.47/0.60 Mbps 1.33/2.32/0.51 Mbps
5 0.65/2.44/0.50 Mbps 1.16/3.44/0.56 Mbps

Table 3: Average, maximum, and standard deviation
of the per device throughput of a HSPA base station
for the different groupings.

64 kbps in the downlink and the uplink, respectively. Any
additional capacity above these thresholds comes from the
shared HSDPA or HSUPA channels. From the violin plots
we observe that a base station can provide throughput that
varies from 0.7 to 2.5Mbps both in the uplink and down-
link. In Table 3 we report the average, maximum and the
standard deviation of the per device throughput obtained
by a base station, noting that it decreases with the number
of grouped devices both in the downlink and in the uplink.
We note that devices are associated with at least two dif-

ferent base stations at all locations. This suggests that when
there is a denser 3G deployment, load can be balanced across
different base stations in the network, hence enabling to ob-
tain a throughput beyond the capacity limit of a single base
station.
Main Takeaways: Our results indicate that it is pos-

sible to achieve significant benefits both in the uplink and
downlink even with a small number of 3G devices, at various
geographical locations. The majority of uplink throughput
augmentation can be obtained with 2-3 devices during off-
peak times, whereas downlink throughput seems to scale up
better. We also find that such benefits are pronounced in ru-
ral areas, but not negligible in urban areas. In fact, when we
contrast the throughput of 3GOL with that of wired broad-
band, we find a speedup of ×1−3 downlink and ×1−13 uplink

even when using just 3 devices (Table 2). Furthermore, these
gains are observed not only for rural but also urban areas,
and even during peak hours. Even at overloaded locations
at peak hour, it is possible to augment by 30% the downlink
capacity and double the uplink one.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
In the previous sections, we have analyzed the feasibil-

ity of 3GOL using active measurements. In this section, we
describe the implementation of the architecture for 3GOL
(Sec. 4.1.1).

4.1 System Implementation
We implement the architecture shown in Fig. 2 under the

worst case scenario: we consider all devices connected to
the gateway (GW) through the local Wi-Fi. In this way we
expose our system to packet losses due to the wireless chan-
nel, which is also affected by interference generated by co-
located overlapping Wi-Fi networks. In the best case, clients
could be wired and cellular devices could be docked to the
GW. Hence we upper bound the backhaul aggregation to
the local Wi-Fi maximum goodput, which for TCP flows is
around 24Mbps and 110Mbps for 802.11g and 802.11n re-
spectively8. In this paper we do not examine the energy re-
lated issues of 3GOL. 3GOL is not likely to be continuously
used over long periods of time, and also 3GOL devices are
often connected for recharging while at home, hence energy
consumption is not a primary concern in the 3GOL design
space.

Given that most residential traffic today is HTTP [9], we
select two HTTP applications to augment via 3GOL: Video-

8The maximum goodput may decrease according to hard-
ware quality, channel conditions, number of transmitting
stations, average bitrate, average payload size used in the
BSS



Figure 5: Throughput served per base station (downlink and uplink) in six different locations over five days.

on-Demand (VoD) for the downlink and picture upload for
the uplink case. We choose a VoD application that uses Ap-
ple’s HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) protocol [3] that is sup-
ported by all Apple devices, including the Apple TV, and
is also implemented in other video players (Android ≥ 4.0,
VLC ≥ 2.0).
HLS is similar to Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP

(DASH) [22] and divides the video in segments of short size
that are separately requested by the player with one HTTP
GET request for each segment. The list of segments is re-
trieved through an extended M3U (m3u8) playlist and this is
the first downloaded element. Next, the player sequentially
requests the segments, one at a time, in the same order in
which they will be required by the decoder. The video starts
after a pre-buffering phase which is application dependent.
We study the amount of time that 3GOL takes to fill the
player pre-buffer as this gives the startup waiting time for
the user.
For the uplink case we select to upload a set of pictures

because it is a common use-case in social networks like Face-
book, as well as in specific photo sharing applications such
as Flickr and Picasa. All native clients of the aforementioned
applications use multipart HTTP POST request to upload
the pictures and they perform sequential uploads, one file at
a time.
We implement the mobile component as an Android ap-

plication that includes a basic HTTP proxy to serve the re-
quests coming from the Wi-Fi using the 3G interface. Hence,
the device must be connected both to the Wi-Fi network
and to the 3G network as a client. This operation mode,
that is different from the commonly implemented tethering,
is not natively supported by Android and we had to root the
phones to enable it. Instead, the VPN API introduced from
Android version 4, could be used to perform route manip-
ulation on the flight. We implement an HLS aware HTTP
Proxy, an HTTP uploader, and a multipath-scheduler in the
client component that we detail next. The client component
intercepts the extended M3U (m3u8) playlist, and using the
scheduler it pre-fetches the segments by performing parallel
downloads. Also the HTTP uploader uses the scheduler to
perform parallel multi-part POST requests to upload a set
of selected picture on a web server. Both client components
can easily be installed by the user as they do not require the
server to change neither specific drivers or protocols. Fur-

thermore, this implementation is completely transparent to
the residential gateway.

4.1.1 Scheduler
Since we are dealing with devices having different capaci-

ties, bandwidth variability over time, TCP flows over 802.11
and HSPA channel allocation schemes, the application level
goodput of each path could vary in time, especially for paths
over the cellular network. A first option is to use a round-
robin scheduling policy. However, the peak capacity of the
ADSL link is generally very different from the peak capac-
ity of HSPA and hence round-robin cannot be expected to
maximize gains. One can use history to predict future con-
ditions and to schedule. However, estimating available ca-
pacity under rapidly changing network conditions can result
in inaccurate estimates [18].

Hence we design a simple greedy scheduling algorithm
that can be described as follows. First, an item is assigned to
each path. Then, if there are any remaining items (M ≥ N),
they are scheduled by order, on the first available path. It is
easy to see that this simple greedy scheduling policy leads
to all paths being busy, achieving maximum throughput and
minimum download/upload time. Optimal performance will
be achieved if all paths end at the same time, which is very
unlikely to happen in our case. Hence, when all items have
been already scheduled and a path becomes idle before the
transaction is completed, we reassign the oldest scheduled
item among the ones being transfered by the other N − 1
paths. We keep doing this until the transaction ends, i.e.,
until all the items have been transferred. The amount of
bytes wasted is upper bounded by (N − 1)Sm, where Sm

is the maximum item size. However, this waste is generally
much smaller than this upper bound as when a rescheduled
item completes, all other ongoing transfers of that item are
aborted.

We could modify the scheduler to cover also the play-
out phase, but given the wide amount of proposals in this
area [15], we leave this extension as future work.

5. EVALUATION OF 3GOL
We present results of evaluating a prototype implemen-

tation of 3GOL as described in Sec. 4.1. We first look at
the general performance of the scheduling algorithm, and
then look more specifically on the applications described in
Sec. 4.1 by evaluating them “in the wild” at different res-
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Figure 6: Scheduler comparison in downloading an
HLS video lasting 200 s with a 2Mbps ADSL using
one device (top) and two devices (bottom).

idential locations. The 3GOL setup we use in all evalua-
tions consists of a notebook client running Ubuntu 10.04
LTS, and up to two Android 2.3 smartphones9 and we do
not introduce any change in the residential gateway. We use
802.11n compliant devices. Furthermore, we use a dedicated
well provisioned web server, featuring a stable bandwidth
of 100Mbps in download and 40Mbps in upload, and we
disable caching on the content we transfer.

5.1 Scheduler Performance
We compare our greedy scheduler (GRD) with two com-

mon schedulers: round robin (RR) and minimum time sched-
uler (MIN). The round robin scheduler cyclically assigns one
item to each path, while the minimum time scheduler assigns
the items to the path that minimizes the estimated transfer
time, computed by using the estimated available bandwidth
of each path. For the MIN scheduler we assign the first N
items in a round robin fashion to initialize and then esti-
mate the bandwidth using exponential smoothing filtering.
We set the filter parameter to 0.75 to maintain a high level
of agility.
First we setup a 3GOL test environment using an ADSL

line at 2Mbps downlink and 0.512Mbps uplink. We measure
the average download time of an HLS video with different
resolutions. The video sequence is the sample HLS video

9Same devices, Galaxy S2, used in Sec. 3.

Location DSL (d/u) 3G Signal
(dBm/ASU)

loc1 6.48/0.83Mbps -81/16
loc2 21.64/2.77Mbps -95/9
loc3 8.67/0.62Mbps -97/8
loc4 6.20/0.65Mbps -89/12
loc5 6.82/0.58Mbps -89/12

Table 4: Measured ADSL speed (downlink/uplink)
and 3G signal strength of all locations evaluated
with 3GOL.

provided by Apple (bipbop). We do not change the segmen-
tation that was set to 10 seconds of video for each segment
but we set the video duration to 200 s, which is the me-
dian video length of a You-Tube video [2]. We also keep the
original qualities of the video (Q1=200 kbps, Q2=311, kbps,
Q3=484, kbps, Q4=738, kbps) as they reflect commonly used
bitrates according to the same study. Since the aforemen-
tioned qualities are lower than the ADSL speed, we are able
to play the video without pauses. For each video quality
we run 30 repetitions using first the ADSL alone, and then
enabling 3GOL with each scheduler, one at a time. We re-
peat this cycle using both one and two phones. In order to
minimize bandwidth fluctuations both in the Wi-Fi and in
the 3G network, we start the scheduler comparison at night
(1:00 am) In Fig. 6 we plot the results obtained, reporting
both the average and the standard deviation for each case.
For all video qualities we observe the same trend: the greedy
scheduler is the best one, followed by the RR and the MIN
scheduler. The MIN scheduler performs the worst due to
the high variability of the available bandwidth of phones.
The high variability of channel conditions results in poor
estimates, leading to suboptimal decisions. Changing filter
and/or sampling criteria was not helpful in improving the
performance of the MIN scheduler. As expected, the benefit
does not linearly scale with the number of phones used for
the same reasons mentioned in Sec. 3

5.2 3GOL evaluation in the wild
We perform extensive evaluations of 3GOL at five different

residential locations, both for video download and for photo
uploads. Since we want to extend our sample points, we
consider a different set of locations from the ones reported
in Sec. 3 in the same city. We report in Table 4 the ADSL
speeds, repeatedly measured as in Sec. 3 before starting each
evaluation, as well as the signal strength measured for each
location. We measure total upload/download time achieved
with and without 3GOL, and for VoD we also study the
pre-buffering time, i.e., the measured delay from the initial
request of the video to the first frame displayed by the player.
As the amount of pre-buffering is application dependent, we
vary it throughout the experiments.

We first run the experiment with one cellular device then
with two devices, each time starting with devices from idle
(3G) first and then from a connected mode (H)10. For VoD,
we vary the video quality from Q1 to Q4 in each case and
for each quality we vary the pre-buffer amount from 20%
up to 100% of the video length, which is the inner most

10To bring the phones into a connected mode (FACH or
DCH) we issued a train of ICMP packets spaced at 0.1 s be-
fore starting the 3GOL transaction, interrupting them right
afterwards.
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Figure 7: Video 3GOL performance comparison between location with fastest (loc2) and slowest (loc4) ADSL,
using one (1PH) or two (2PH) phones, and starting from IDLE (3G) or from a connected mode (H).

loop. For each setting we repeat the experiment 30 times,
first running it without 3GOL and then enabling it using
the greedy scheduler. On average, the duration of both the
download experiment and of upload one was approximately
12 h, depending on both ADSL and device speeds. In all lo-
cations, we run both download and upload during weekdays
at daytimes, starting each one around 9.00 am. Note that
we evaluate 3GOL under worst case conditions according to
the findings reported in Sec. 3. Fig. 7 shows 3GOL gains,
computed as the reduction in seconds with respect to the
ADSL alone, at the fastest and the slowest location. The
former corresponds to the location with the fastest ADSL
(loc 2 with 21.64Mbps), the latter to the location having
the slowest one (loc4 with 6.2Mbps downlink).
We observe that 3GOL gain increases with video quality

as well as with pre-buffer amount. Indeed, both the number
of segments and the size of each segment amplify the ben-
efits brought by 3GOL, when increased. As we test 3GOL
starting from very few pre-buffering segments (min. 4, max.
20) as well as from small segment size (min. 0.2MB, max
0.95MB), the observed trend suggests that 3GOL could al-
ways be beneficial for HLS and similar applications. From
Fig. 7 it is evident that the addition of a second device does
improve the overall performances, up to +35% of the best
gain with 1 phone for location 4 and up to +26% for loca-
tion 2. However, the obtained gains are high with even one
device, leading to a reduction of 14 s for location 4 and 38 s
for location 2.
In Fig. 7 we show the performance improvement when

devices start from a connected state. The expected perfor-
mance boost, due to the absence of the channel acquisition
delay, does not clearly appear. This is partly due to the
higher variability of environmental conditions. However, it
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duction in using one (1PH) and two phones (2PH)
starting from idle (3G) and from a connected mode
(H).

can be noted that when present this gain is limited and it
shrinks as the transaction duration increases. We can infer
then, that the channel acquisition delay has little or no bear-
ing on the performance of 3GOL for this application. Con-
sidering all pre-buffer setting from 20% to 80% across all lo-
cations, corresponding to an average and maximum speedup
of ×2.1 and ×3.8 respectively, we obtain an average trans-
action time reduction of 47%.

Fig. 8 shows the reduction achieved by 3GOL in down-
loading the entire video for all locations, where each point
is the average of the percentage reduction across all video
qualities. Reductions span from a minimum of 38% up to
a maximum of 72%, corresponding to a speedup ranging
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from a minimum of ×1.5 up to a maximum of ×4.1. We can
see the benefit of adding the second device and of starting
with devices on a connected mode. The second device al-
ways aids in increasing download time reductions, ranging
from +5.9% up to +26% with respect to the case where only
one device was used, while starting from a connected mode
mostly brings marginal gains.
Upload:
We evaluate upload at the same five locations and using

the same methodology. We repeatedly upload a set of 30
pictures with average size of 2.5MB and standard deviation
of 0.74MB. We obtain these values from a set of 200 pic-
tures taken with iPhone 5 and iPhone 4S, that are the most
used devices for uploading photos to Flickr. Compared to
the download case, we increase the number of items (from
20 to 30) we transfer, as well as their size (from a maximum
of 0.9MB up to a maximum of 3.9MB).
The limited ADSL uplink bandwidth in our locations range

between 0.58Mbps and 2.77Mbps resulting in a huge 3GOL
gain. Using one device the total upload time is reduced from
31% up to 75%, corresponding to a speedup between ×1.5
and ×4.0, while using two devices the upload times decrease
from 54% up to 84%, corresponding to a speedup between
×2.2 and ×6.2.
Also in this case, gains are not directly proportional to

the number of devices used, and one device is enough to
achieve high gains. Fig. 9 shows the average total upload
time obtained with ADSL and with 3GOL, both using one
and two device starting from idle.
To exploit the bandwidth on multiple paths one can use

MP-TCP [11] as well, although then both client and server
need to support it. This requires the presence of a third party
server that handles MP-TCP flow for legacy TCP stack. We
experimented with MP-TCP and it provided no benefit due
to the issues probably related to the Coupled Congestion
Control (CCC) algorithm of MP-TCP that is not optimized
for wireless use yet. We omit these results for brevity. How-
ever, with the arrival of Android version of MP-TCP stack11

as well as on Apple iOS7 12, we hope to revisit and hopefully
obtain better performance.

11https://github.com/mptcp-galaxys2
12http://perso.uclouvain.be/olivier.bonaventure/blog/html/
2013/09/18/mptcp.html
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6. DEALING WITH MULTIPLE PROVIDERS
Up to this section, we have been looking into 3GOL as a

network integrated service, offered by a provider with both
cellular and wired footprint. The fundamental technology
behind 3GOL is, however, not limited to such a scenario
since it does not require explicit cooperation between the two
networks beyond billing for cellular data discounting. In this
section, we explore the scenario with different cellular and
wired operators. In such a case, one needs to be careful using
3G data in order to avoid penalties associated with exceeding
the enforced cellular data plans [23]. Second, due to caps,
users may find it difficult to allocate volume to 3GOL and
may find it burdensome, leading to ‘price of uncertainty’ [4].
Third, even if users have volume they can use towards 3GOL,
we need to make sure the load 3GOL puts on the cellular
network does not hurt the primary 3G service. We deal with
these issues next.

Do users have spare volume under the cap?
We analyzed data collected from a medium sized Mobile

Network Operator (MNO) (Table 1). The data set contains
mobile data sessions by all mobile broadband customers. In
Fig. 10 we show the distribution of data usage as a fraction
of the contracted cap. We find that 40% of the customers
use less than 10% of their cap, and 75% of the customers
use less than 50%. On average, it would appear that 20MB
of volume can be used per device per day by 3GOL. Simi-
lar observations about users having disposable volume have
been reported elsewhere [24].

How to allocate volume towards 3GOL?
In order to alleviate the burden of the user choosing the

allowance to be used for 3GOL, we propose a simple esti-
mator with a ‘guard’ parameter that can minimize volume
cap overruns. To compute the suggested 3GOL allowances
3GOLa(t) we use a simple technique that estimates the free
capacity at month t of user u. We compute the average free
capacity over τ months prior to t:

F̄u(t) =

∑τ

s=1
Fu(t− i)

τ
.

To minimize cap overruns, we set 3GOLa(t) to the estimated
free capacity F̄u(t) discounted by a guard/margin:

3GOLa(t) = F̄u(t)− ασ̄u(t),

where σ̄u(t) is the sample standard variation of the free ca-
pacity during τ months prior to t and α is a tunable guard
parameter. By running this estimator on the MNO dataset,



we find that using τ = 5 and choosing α = 4 allows around
65% of the available free capacity to be used by 3GOL with
expected overrun time of under 1 day per month overall.
Hence, there is room for exploiting the free/unused 3G ca-
pacity with no or very little disruption of the primary 3G
service, for the user. We consider the load on the network
next.
We can easily modify the architecture presented in Fig. 2

to handle caps. The component running on the cellular de-
vice can track 3GOL data usage U(t) and estimate the 3GOL
allowance 3GOLa(t). If the available quotaA(t) = 3GOLa(t)−
U(t) is greater than zero, the device advertises itself. All de-
vices that advertise themselves, become part of the admis-
sible set Φ. Thus, we need no input from the network.

Load on the cellular network
When users operate under caps, we first need to check

if users can still see a tangible benefit. Further we need to
ensure that the cellular network does not get overloaded,
even if caps are being respected.
We use trace-driven analysis to quantify the benefits even

under caps. The trace we study is collected from a DSLAM
in a major metropolitan city over 24 hours in April 2011.
The ADSL speeds were 3Mbps. The data contains HTTP
transactions, (userid, time of request (UTC), URL) from
which we separate out all sessions pertaining to video. We
find that 68% of all users in the dataset have seen at least one
video. The data contains the HTTP response headers, from
where we can obtain the size of the video files requested.
We note that users may not watch the entire video that is
requested, however our choice of using the size of the entire
file is conservative as we shall demonstrate.
In our dataset, we find that an end user 13 views 14.12

videos (mean, 6 median, 30.13 std) per day. Therefore, if we
aim to accelerate every video by even 20MB (as obtained
above) would lead to a daily consumption of 280MB for
the 3G data plan, thus being clearly unacceptable. Thus, we
focus on using 20MB per device per day that corresponds
to 600MB per device per month, the average amount of
free/unused capacity in the MNO dataset (Table 1). With
two devices, this gives an available daily 3GOL budget of
40MB, that we use to boost any/all videos the end-user
views. We plot the savings per-user over using just DSL
( DSL latency

3GOL latency under budgets
) in Fig. 11 (a). We find that 50%

of the users can see at least 20% speedup, while 5% of the
users can see a speedup of 2. We note here that our results
are conservative. Indeed, we can accelerate via 3GOL only
the bytes required to fill the playout buffer, achieving an
earlier playout for the user.
There is no fixed size of the playout buffer but the general

consensus is that it is an order of magnitude smaller than
the file size. If the average size of a video is 50MB [2], and
the playout buffer is 5MB, then 3GOL can speed up 8 videos
per day per user—a tangible benefit. From Sec. 3, we saw
an increase in capacity with more devices, leading to even
higher gains. Likewise, with LTE deployed, we can expect
much higher benefit to the end user, even with budgets in
place.
Now we turn to quantifying the resulting impact to the 3G

network in terms of load. Using the same DSLAM dataset,
we compute the amount of traffic that would be “onloaded”

13a DSL “subscriber”

to the 3G network if we were to accelerate the first video that
could benefit from 3GOL (with a size greater than 750KB,
that would require more than 2 seconds on DSL). We further
assume we have two 3G devices (with HSPA+) that can be
used to accelerate up to 20MB each per day. The represented
geographical area would typically be covered with 2 towers
(Sec. 2.1).

In Fig. 11 (b) we show the traffic onloaded to the cellular
network and compare it with the backhaul capacity of the
cellular deployment that could cover a similar geographical
area (2 base stations with 40Mbps backhaul). We note that
if 3GOL would operate without caps, then the 3G network
will be guaranteed to be overloaded. However, when 3GOL
operates within caps then the additional load introduced
on the 3G network could be reasonable. We find that on
average, a user would onload 29.78MB per day, if operating
with caps and using two devices. Note again that our results
are conservative since we accelerate the entire video transfer,
whereas prior work has demonstrated that only 10% of the
whole file is downloaded [2].

In the previous analysis, we did not consider the existing
load on the mobile network. We also focused on one appli-
cation – video-on-demand. Taking this further, we evaluate
how much traffic will be added to the existing load of the
cellular network in function of the fraction of users adopting
3GOL. As before, we consider a 20MB daily allowance per
user. Using the MNO dataset (Table 1), we plot (Fig. 11)
the relative increase of traffic due to 3GOL, assuming a uni-
form distribution of 3GOL users the network customer base.
We observe that the relative increase in aggregate traffic is
relatively modest, when 3GOL adoption is low. In the case
of 100% adoption, the increase in traffic is around 100%.
Thus if all users adopt 3GOL consuming 20MB per day via
3GOL, the 3G traffic is expected to double. This increase
can be undesirable and hence in this case 3GOL should be
provided as a network integrated service (we described such
a service in Sec. 4.1.1).

If we assume that 3GOL demands are generated based on
the DSLAM flow-level trace, as described above, then if we
take into account the non-alignment of peaks from Fig. 1,
the superposition of existing 3G traffic and 3GOL traffic
onloaded will benefit from this non-alignment. The relative
traffic increase due to 3GOL in peak-hour is smaller than the
relative increase of the aggregate traffic, albeit the difference
between the two is rather small; see Fig. 11.

We remark that by having a network integrated solution,
described in Sec. 4.1.1, 3GOL traffic will not harm exist-
ing 3G traffic. The previous analysis shows that as long as
the 3GOL traffic remains below the threshold set by exist-
ing leftover capacity, there will be a modest traffic increase,
as we are using already-paid-for capacity. However, we ar-
gue that, as with latest versions of peer-to-peer [10], OTT
services have the incentive to be friendly with the network
and avoid tension that could lead to rate-limiting or block-
ing. We therefore expect that successful OTT realizations of
3GOL will either self-moderate their consumption or reach
out to 3G providers for integration.

7. RELATED WORK
The key idea underpinning our system is to share existing

cellular connection(s). Sharing unused cellular bandwidth
between mobile connections was proposed in Shair [17], where
the authors propose a DTN-based approach built on blue-
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tooth to share bandwidth. Our goal is different, we augment
existing wired connections with one or more cellular connec-
tions, while being agnostic of the underlying technology.
Recent work on exploiting different interfaces to increase

overall performance includes [6, 1]. Sivakumar et al. [6] de-
scribe a method to utilize all available interfaces on the same
mobile device. This idea of channel bonding is not new and
has been proposed for Ethernet, DSL and Wi-Fi as a means
to increase throughput by combining available network in-
terfaces. Badam et al. [1] use a reliable but slow wired con-
nection to exchange control information about a lossy but
fast wireless connection in order to obtain a reliable and
high speed network. Our solution is different, as we focus on
augmenting the bandwidth of wired connections with that
of cellular connections.
Our work shares specific commonalities in exploiting off-

peak bandwidth [16], specifically on how to transfer data
while keeping bandwidth costs low. 3GOL utilizes cellular
bandwidth whenever available and, by performing active
measurements as well as large datasets analysis, we show
that it is feasible to onload data onto the cellular network
without overloading it. The closest work to ours, is the work
by Rodriguez et al. [25]. We extend this work in significant
ways: we explicitly deal with economic constraints like vol-
ume caps, we perform extensive measurements, we imple-
ment a fully working prototype that we test in the wild.
Furthermore, we also present arguments about the future
viability of 3GOL, that can be seen as an appealing long-
term technology.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed 3G Onloading, a strat-

egy that uses the cellular network to improve application
performance in the home, when constrained by the wired
network. Our contribution is in studying the feasibility of
3G Onloading, in terms of technical and economic factors.
Using multiple data sets, and active experiments in urban
and rural locations, we have demonstrated that the benefits
to application performance could be significant with reason-
able overhead to the cellular infrastructure. Such overhead
could further be minimal if 3GOL was rolled out as a net-
work integrated service, offered only when the cellular in-
frastructure is lightly utilized. We develop a 3Gol prototype

and test the performance in the wild. We find x4 and x6
speedups to applications needing downlink and uplink.
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